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President’s Message
By Steve Rasnick, HCAA President
How do you keep yourself occupied while sitting in a hotel room, waiting
for your beloved FGCU ladies NCAA basketball game to begin in San Jose
California? Naturally, you sit down and write an HCAA President’s message and
try and take your mind off the fact that the opposing team, Missouri, appears
bigger, stronger and more athletic than we are. However, by the time you read
this you will know whether “the little engine that could” prevailed and for how
many games.
Speaking about “the little engine that could,” in February HCAA had the most
memorable Executive Forum in our history. We had well over 425 attendees
representing all aspects of our business, including representatives of more
than 80 different TPA organizations. The program was exciting and created
an opportunity for every attendee to learn things that would benefit their
organization, their employees, and the customers we are all so blessed to
serve.
HCAA continues to raise the bar with each conference, and we are rapidly becoming the place to go if
you really want to learn meaningful information that can help you profitably grow your business. At TPA
Summit in Minneapolis this coming July, the program will be exciting and will include information about
Direct Primary Care plans, how to deal with the legalization of medical marijuana, the benefit world
after the Individual Mandate goes away, a robust Emerging Leaders program, and much more. Plan on
attending!
I realize that people come to conferences for a variety of different reasons and that HCAA has to provide
value, notwithstanding the reason you may attend. The value of connection will always be a strong
objective of any conference we offer, but we feel that we need to offer much more for what is not an
inexpensive trip. That is why we are committed to always be the single place that you can go to be
educated and reinforce the ethical foundation that self-funding in which TPAs are built upon.
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HCAA believes that the challenges we face as an industry can be dealt with more effectively, if we all
operate with good information, unquestionable ethics and a little disruption. That is why we will always
offer programs that challenge our attendees to think outside the box. “Why” will always be “why not” and
why not will always be “why not a TPA”? That is the HCAA way!
Getting close to having to get on the team bus for the Stanford Arena, so I have to wrap this up. However,
before closing, I have to thank Julie Wohlstein for her continued remarkable work in our Emerging
Leaders program. In Vegas, we had about 30 emerging leaders attend. They are eager to learn, want our
jobs, and HCAA is committed to giving them the foundation to take over our businesses based upon a
solid foundation of knowledge and ethics.
Finally, I want to thank our sponsors and exhibitors. We could not offer the quality speakers we do
without the organizations that support HCAA with their continued involvement. They all have many
opportunities, yet they continue to support HCAA. They understand that we are the place that TPAs
come to be informed and excited, so please support them.
Go Eagles!

TPA Summit 2018 Registration
Opens April 2

Mark Your Calendars Now! The 2018 TPA Summit is coming to Minneapolis, Minnesota this July
for what will be another HCAA event full of engaging programming and thought-provoking
conversations.
As we see the pivotal shift of the healthcare industry in its quest to evolve, it is clear that the ways of the
past are behind us and we must look to not just now but what lies ahead for the self-funding industry.
The TPA Summit will bring together hundreds of our collective industry attendees, along with experts
focused on the prime topics for self-funding to deliver a myriad of insightful information through which
we can ready ourselves for tomorrow. Be the one in the know, and join us July 16-18 for an incredible
event you will not want to miss.
Registration will open on our website starting April 2nd!
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Thanks to All for a Record-breaking
Executive Forum 2018

Every year we say this, and every year we hope to say it again! The 2018 HCAA Executive Forum was
our largest event ever! More than 425 attendees joined us at the beautiful Encore in Las Vegas for two
days packed with educational sessions exploring pressing issues impacting the self-funding industry.
Many thanks to all our attendees, sponsors, speakers and members who helped make this event the
tremendous success that it was! We couldn’t do it without you all.
A few of the many highlights include:

Dr. Daniel Kraft started off the first
day’s keynote with an engaging session
on “The Future of Health & Medicine:
Where Can Technology Take Us?”
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Diane Magers opened up our minds
to that of our customers in her
presentation “The Art of Customer
Engagement – Giving Heart and
Structure to Your Organization”

Lawrence Thompson of
Inventavis filled us in on
“AHP’s Opportunities & Challenges” and
how these will make a difference in the
coming years with proposed legislation

Mike Rayburn delighted the audience
with his humor and guitar skills as he
took us on the journey of “The ‘What….
If’ Experience”

Our record-breaking gathering of more
than 400 attendees enjoyed evenings of
networking and conversing with peers
over good food
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And congratulations to the three winners of our Executive Forum survey questionnaire. We appreciate
everyone’s feedback, and we hope you enjoy your $150 gift cards!
•
•
•

Christy Vago
Beth Wasson
Marjorie Henriksen

We look forward to seeing you next year - February 4-6, 2019, at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas for
HCAA’s Executive Forum 2019! We’ll be sharing more details in the coming months, so stay tuned!

Videos from Executive Forum

We had the pleasure of talking with several of our speakers and sponsors during Executive Forum 2018
about the event and their perspectives. Here are several key ones. Check out the HCAA YouTube page
for all the latest.

AHPs: Reducing the Cost of Healthcare in the United States
Lawrence Thompson, Co-Founder, Inventavis, LLC spoke at HCAA Executive
Forum 2018 on the impact that AHPs are having in healthcare today.
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Emerging Leaders in the Spotlight: Building your Executive Presence
Dr. N. Elizabeth Fried, President of N. E. Fried and Associates, Inc.
shared her expertise with HCAA’s Emerging Leaders at the
2018 Executive Forum Conference.

New CSFS Designees
Congratulations to the latest round-up of dedicated individuals who have shown a commitment to
serving self-funded health care plans!
Jennifer L An
Hannah Bowen
Matthew Council
Stephen Ross Gingrich
Dan Harrison
Jacqueline Sue McFarlin
Robert John Painter III
Lisa Marie Prentice
Todd Recene
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Thank You to Our 2018 Annual and
Executive Forum Sponsors
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Catch Up with HCAA on Social Media!

Here’s a brief highlight of a few top posts from this past quarter! Don’t miss out on the ongoing insights
we share on Twitter and LinkedIn by following our accounts!

Get Social with HCAA!
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